
Rough guide to the ourse Quantum Field Theory

Getting started

Step 1 : start by reading pages xix{xxi of the textbook by Peskin & Shroeder, where

the relevant onventions of the textbook are listed. These onventions involve the use

of so-alled natural units (~ =  = �

0

= �

0

= 1) by absorbing these onstants in the

relevant �elds and quantities. As a result, a single sale remains: mass. Please familiarize

yourself with these onventions and treat Chapter 1 of the textbook as reading material,

as reommended by the authors.

Step 2 : in ase you want to prepare for the ourse, you ould refresh your knowledge about

� speial relativity (mainly Lorentz transformations),

� omplex ontour integrations (mainly the residue theorem),

� the Klein-Gordon equation (if you have seen it before).

Optimal way to follow the ourse

Using the textbook by Peskin & Shroeder in ombination with the weekly updated reader

will be suÆient to eÆiently follow the ourse . . . provided that you don't fall behind!

Throughout the reader you will enounter irled numbers. These numbers math the

markers listed in the storyline of the ourse given below.

A birds-eye view of the storyline of the ourse

Part 1, the free Klein-Gordon �eld : the �rst four weeks over Chapter 2 of the textbook

by Peskin & Shroeder. Its ontents an be desribed in a skethy way as follows.

1 Why �eld theory $ Compton wavelength

2 Wave equations as equations of motion for the �elds:

a) desribe this by means of the Lagrangian formalism for ontinuous systems,

whih is partiularly suitable for disussing symmetries

b) make sure that the assoiated ation is Lorentz-invariant (relativity priniple)

3 Noether's theorem: ontinuous symmetries from fundamentally unobservable quan-

tities $ onserved urrents and harges )



a) energy, momentum and angular momentum in �eld theories, whih are ruial

for performing quantization and determining the partile interpretation

b) onserved harges suh as partile number or eletromagneti harge, whih will

feature prominently in the desription of fundamental interations in nature

4
Quantization of the free Klein-Gordon theory (to be repeated later for the other,

more ompliated higher-spin theories):

a) anonial quantization (like

�
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�

= i~

^

1)

b) demand the energy spetrum to be bounded from below

) demand ausality ! antipartiles

b)+ )

===) bosoni ommutation relations

d) the vauum and free spin-0 partile states $ plane-wave solutions

e) inversion of the Klein-Gordon equation (Green's funtions and the Feynman

propagator), to be used for performing alulations in interating senarios

Part 2, interating salar �elds and Feynman diagrams : the next roughly �ve weeks over

large parts of Chapters 4 and 7 as well as a few aspets of Chapter 10 of the textbook by

Peskin & Shroeder. Its ontents an be desribed in a skethy way as follows.

5 Weakly oupled �eld theories as a starting point for perturbation theory:

a) dimensional analysis and smallness of interations

b) e�etive �eld theories $ integrating out physis, parametrizing ignorane

) �

4

-theory (whih is part of the Higgs model) and the salar Yukawa theory

(whih resembles the theory that desribes the interations between fermions

and salars)

6 Perturbation theory for interating quantum �eld theories:

a) sattering matrix (S-matrix)

b) Wik's theorem

) establishing the link between Green's funtions and time-ordered vauum ex-

petation values of interation-piture �elds

d) diagrammati notation for time-ordered vauum expetation values of interation-

piture �elds ) Feynman diagrams and Feynman rules



7 Plane-wave amplitudes for deay proesses and sattering reations:

a) fully onneted Feynman diagrams

b) amputation proedure

) Feynman rules for inoming/outgoing partiles

d) drawing onventions for partiles and antipartiles

e) non-relativisti limit ) fores and fore arriers

8 From amplitudes to probabilities:

a) deay widths

b) ross setions for sattering reations, inluding a bit of kinematis

9 Dealing with energy eigenstates in the interating theory:

a) dressed states (K�all�en{Lehmann spetral representation)

b) perturbative loop orretions ) triks and analytial struture

) LSZ redution formula ) sattering amplitudes derive from Green's funtions

d) optial theorem

10 Dealing with in�nities in loop orretions:

a) quantifying (regularizing) in�nities

b) the onept of energy-dependent parameters (renormalization-group equations)

) orret starting point for setting up the perturbative series (renormalization)

d) the mass of a salar partile is not naturally proteted against high-sale physis

e) power ounting $ renormalizability, i.e. when in�nities have no e�et on the

preditive power of the theory onsidered

Parts 3+4 = Parts 1+2 for matter fermions instead of salars : during the next three

weeks Chapter 3 and § 4.7 of the textbook by Peskin & Shroeder will be overed. Its

ontents an be desribed in a skethy way as follows.

11 The free Dira theory:

a) representations of the Lorentz group $ representations of the rotation group

b) Dira's trik and algebra

) reduibility of the Dira representation ) hiral eigenstates (Weyl spinors)

d) Dira-�eld urrents ) building bloks for fundamental interations



e) Dira equation and its symmetries

f) plane-wave solutions and heliity

mass= 0

 �����! hirality

g) quantization of the free Dira theory (repeating part 1)

) fermioni antiommutation relations

h) spin-1/2 partile interpretation and Feynman propagator

i) disrete symmetries (suh as parity) $ fundamental interations

12 Part 2 repeated for spin-1/2 Dira fermions:

a) Wik's theorem revisited

b) extra Feynman rules

) extending the arrow onvention

d) trae tehnology

Part 5, Quantum Eletrodynamis (QED) : during the last two weeks the QED parts of

Chapters 4, 5 and 7 of the textbook by Peskin & Shroeder will be overed as well as

material that is not treated in this form in the textbook. Its ontents an be desribed in

a skethy way as follows.

13 The eletromagneti theory:

a) gauge freedom, gauge �xing and harge onservation

b) harged Dira fermions in an eletromagneti �eld ) minimal substitution

and the QED Lagrangian

) QED from loal gauge invariane (gauge priniple) ) fundamental postulate

for desribing all non-gravitational interations in nature as gauge interations

(inorporated in the Standard Model of eletroweak and strong interations)

d) quantization of the free eletromagneti �eld and its ompliations ) massless

spin-1 photons: the gauge bosons that mediate the eletromagneti fore

14
Calulating with QED:

a) Part 2 repeated for QED ) extra Feynman rules, more trae tehnology

b) proteted masses in QED ) fermions are proteted by hiral symmetry, pho-

tons remain massless as a result of gauge invariane

) the Ward {Takahashi identity in QED, i.e. gauge invariane as seen in Green's

funtions and sattering amplitudes

d) the \running" eletromagneti oupling (harge sreening)

e) the issue of gauge-invariant regularization ) dimensional regularization


